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though he considered himself to be mainly a painter, lived most of his life in the united states, and
wrote his best-known works in english, kahlil gibran was the key figure in a romantic movement that
transformed arabic literature in the first half of the 20th century. in fact, he is one of the few figures

who bridged the worlds of arab literature and european romanticism. there is little doubt that the
kahlil gibran who wrote his most famous works in the late 19th and early 20th centuries is the one

who is most often considered the prophet of "the east". and yet, there is also no doubt that the
gibran of the second half of the 20th century remains the author who is the most accessible. this

second kahlil gibran, who has sold millions of books, is still the one who is best known among those
who have become acquainted with his writings through lectures and seminars. in any case, gibran's
appeal is not limited to the muslim world. it is also a good example of a western perception of islam,

which is at odds with islam itself. such a perception, which is frequently seen in the west, is that
islam is a religion that, in the name of god, rules over women. this perspective is not false, since the

umma, or community of muslims, has the authority to legislate on the behaviour of women, and
women are subordinate to the will of the umma. nevertheless, muslims themselves understand this
as one of the signs of god's mercy, not as a curse. to better understand the number of translations,

we need to look at the numbers of copies of kahlil gibran books in the world. this can be found in
several places. the most reliable figure is from the library of congress in the united states, which

estimates that about 4 million copies of the prophet (and other gibran books) are in circulation. this
number increases by about 30-40% if we consider that 50% of the world’s population is literate and
more than 30% of the population is from the americas. this means that somewhere between 15 and

20 million copies of the prophet are in circulation.
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but there is a limit to a man's strength. if he overcomes this limit, the limit to him is god. you think
your struggle is the most difficult struggle, you are wrong. do you know what is your struggle

compared to that of a tree which grows naturally in the forest? the struggle of a lion is something
that is lived as destiny. if a tree were to get a wound, even if it had no remedy, it would never stop

growing. kahlil gibran also said that " the devil is present in your love, and to love means to despair."
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in fact, there are others who say that, there is an angel in your heart; the devil is in your love; a pearl
in your heart; the love of a saint; it is the voice of god in you. the need to write was a kind of creative
necessity for me. i don't know if my first work was poetry; i started as a writer. this story is based on
my observation of the love and pain of my parents and grandparents who lived in a small anatolian
village of akdamar. lets start with gender. by analyzing the publication and the dissemination of the
prophet, we found it was a very gendered work! according to our analysis, women were more likely

to read the prophet than men (though men read significantly more of his poems), and men were
more likely to be its primary readership. yet they also knew, and could have easily shared, large

sections of the book through the translation network (we did not investigate the dominant language,
malay, but would be willing to bet that english translations circulated alongside the arabic). to

answer those who say "why should i read a book when i could watch a film?" we first note that if you
look at the top five publishing country of the prophet, the top two include thailand and malaysia.

given that thailand and malaysia are both muslim countries that place a premium on men learning
women's roles in islam, it is a fair assumption to say that a large number of muslims also read the

prophet. indeed, we found that if you are a muslim living in the world's most popular countries, you
are likely to have read or know of at least one translation of the prophet. 5ec8ef588b
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